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The electrical resistivity and ac magnetic susceptibility of the heavy-fermion compound Ce7Ni 3 were
measured in the temperature range from 0.4 to 300 K and in the pressure range up to 1.5 GPa. The Ne´el
temperature of 1.9 K for antiferromagnetic transition at ambient pressure decreases with increasing pressure
and vanishes at about 0.33 GPa. The magnetic resistivity,rm5r~Ce7Ni 3)-r(La7Ni 3), decreases steeply with
pressure, and above 0.66 GPa,rm(T) can be described by the expressionrm(T)5rm(0)1AT2. The coeffi-
cientA decreases and the temperature range in which theT2 dependence is held becomes wider with increasing
pressure. The electronic Gru¨neisen parameter for the Kondo temperatureTK , 2] lnTK /] lnV, is evaluated to be
132 from the pressure dependence ofA. This value is larger than that of typical heavy-fermion compounds.
The results are discussed in relation to the competition between the magnetic interaction and the Kondo
interaction in Ce7Ni 3 . @S0163-1829~96!03326-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many cerium-based compounds order magnetically at low
temperatures, although the Kondo effect at each Ce site is
expected to form a nonmagnetic ground state. According to
Doniach’s phase diagram1 for the Kondo lattice, the Ne´el
temperatureTN , Kondo temperatureTK , and the character-
istic temperatureTRKKY of the RKKY interaction, are de-
scribed by a common parameteruJN(EF)u, whereJ is the
exchange coupling between the 4f and conduction electrons
andN(EF) is the conduction-band density of states. In the
region of smalluJN(EF)u, TK is lower thanTRKKY and the
compound undergoes an antiferromagnetic transition. With
increasinguJN(EF)u, TK exceedsTRKKY and the magnetic
order is suppressed. WhenuJN(EF)u exceeds the critical
valueuJN(EF)uc , the ground state becomes that of a strongly
correlated Fermi liquid. With further increasinguJN(EF)u,
the system becomes an intermediate valence state.

For magnetically ordered Ce compounds in the region
uJN(EF)u,uJN(EF)uc , pressure increases hybridization and
moves the system to the largeruJN(EF)u region.

2 Indeed,
pressure-induced transitions from an antiferromagnetic to
nonmagnetic state have been reported for several com-
pounds, e.g., CeIn3 ~Ref. 3!, CeRh2Si2 ~Ref. 4!, and
CeCu2Ge2 ~Ref. 5!.

Ce7Ni 3 is a heavy-fermion compound which antiferro-
magnetically orders atTN51.8 K.6,7 In our previous works,
the significant change in electronic state with pressure was
found by the measurements of the temperature dependence
of the electrical resistivity and specific heat.8,9 In fact, the
temperatureTm at which the magnetic resistivity exhibits a
maximum increases drastically by applying pressure above
0.5 GPa.8 This result is explained qualitatively by the in-

crease ofTK with pressure becauseTK evaluated from the
specific heat above 0.5 GPa increases steeply with pressure.
The electronic Gru¨neisen parameterGe was estimated to be
as large as 400 from the pressure dependence ofTK with the
bulk modulus of 100 GPa.9 These facts imply that the heavy-
fermion state transforms rapidly into the intermediate va-
lence state under pressure. From these studies, it is expected
that the transition from magnetic to nonmagnetic state takes
place at rather low pressure below 0.5 GPa.

In the present work, we have examined the change in both
TN andTK of Ce7Ni 3 with pressure around the critical value
of uJN(EF)uc in detail. We have measured the ac magnetic
susceptibilityxac of a polycrystalline sample and the electri-
cal resistivity along thec axis of a single crystal down to
0.35 K and under pressure up to 1.5 GPa. Based on these
results, we discuss the competition between the Kondo effect
and magnetic interaction in this compound.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Ingots of Ce7Ni 3 and La7Ni 3 were prepared by melting
of the starting materials under a pure argon atmosphere in an
arc furnace. The starting materials of Ce and La were 99.9%
and Ni was 99.99% in purity. An excessive amount of Ce
and La of about 1.7 at % was added to obtain single-phase
samples. The alloy ingots were homogenized by annealing in
vacuum at 400 °C for 7 days. By powder x-ray analysis, the
Th7Ni 3-type structure was confirmed. The lattice constants
a andc of Ce7Ni 3 were 9.936~1! and 6.314~1! Å , respec-
tively, in good agreement with those reported.10 A single
crystal of Ce7Ni 3 was obtained by cooling slowly the ingot
on a tungsten plate in the furnace. The crystal orientation
was determined by the back Laue method.

The electrical resistivity under pressure up to 1.5 GPa was
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measured by a dc four-terminal method with a clamp-type
piston cylinder pressure cell.11 This pressure cell was
mounted to the3He cryostat~Heliox, Oxford Instruments
Ltd!. The pressure was estimated with a superconducting Pb
manometer.

The measurement ofxac was performed by means of the
Hartshorn bridge in the ranges of 0.35<T<4 K and 0.1 MPa
<P<0.62 GPa. The frequency and magnetic field were 100
Hz and 1.8 Oe, respectively.

X-ray diffraction experiments under pressure were carried
out with monchromaced MoKa radiation at room tempera-
ture. The camera length was estimated from the Debye-
Scherrer rings of NaCl. Quasihydrostatic pressure was gen-
erated by a diamond anvil cell using a pressure medium of
silicone grease. The powdered sample mixed with NaCl
powder and a ruby chip were placed in a 0.3-mm hole at the
center of a stainless-steel gasket 0.5 mm in thickness. The
pressure in the cell was determined by a ruby fluorescent
method.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence ofxac(T) at
various pressures up to 0.62 GPa. At ambient pressure, the
maximum at 1.9 K indicates the onset of an antiferromag-
netic order. Furthermore, a broad swell exists around 0.6 K,
as was reported by Sereniet al.12 With increasing pressure
up to 0.29 GPa,TN defined by the maximum temperature of
xac(T) decreases and the value ofxac at TN increases. As
shown in the inset,TN vanishes at aboutPc50.33 GPa.
Above 0.4 GPa, thexacdecreases strongly over the measured
temperature range, and at 0.62 GPa,xac becomes almost in-
dependent of temperature. This suggests that the ground state

changes into the paramagnetic state near 0.6 GPa.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of electrical

resistivity r(T) along thec axis of Ce7Ni 3 single crystal at
various pressures up to 1.48 GPa. At ambient pressure,
r(T) decreases with decreasing temperature from 300 K,
reaches a minimum at around 40 K, and exhibits two
maxima at 8 and 0.5 K. By applying pressurer(T) decreases
over the temperature range, and eventuallyr(T) approaches
that of La7Ni 3 . The drop in resistivity of La7Ni 3 at 2.1 K is
due to a superconducting transition.8

The magnetic contribution tor(T) from 4f electrons was
estimated by using the relation rm5r~Ce7Ni 3)
2r(La7Ni 3). The value for La7Ni 3 below 2.1 K was esti-
mated by the extrapolation ofr(T) data from 10 to 3.0 K. As
is shown in Fig. 3,rm(T) for T>50 K is proportional to
2 lnT, which is characteristic of so-called ‘‘dense Kondo
system.’’ At ambient pressure,rm exhibits two maxima at 8
and 0.5 K and a local minimum around 2 K. The maximum
at 8 K isconsidered to be the onset of coherent scattering of
conduction electrons from periodically arrayed Ce ions. It is
noteworthy thatrm turns up belowTN51.9 K whereas mag-
netic scattering usually decreases belowTN . This fact may
suggest the complex magnetic structure. The maximum at
0.5 K may be related with the anomaly at 0.6 K inx ac(T).

The upturn ofrm disappears above 0.33 GPa, at which the
magnetic order disappears. With increasing pressure further,
the maximal temperatureTm increases and the maximal
valuerm(Tm) decrease. Above 0.66 GPa,rm(T) follows the
T2 law at low temperatures,rm(T)5rm(0)1AT2. The
rm(T)2rm(0) above 0.66 GPa is plotted as a function of
T2 in Fig. 4, where straight lines are guides for the eyes. The
temperature range in which the relation
rm(T)2rm(0)5AT2 is held becomes wider and the coeffi-
cient A decreases as pressure increases. These behaviors

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of ac magnetic susceptibility
xac at various pressures up to 0.62 GPa. The inset shows the pres-
sure dependence ofTN .

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity
measured along thec axis of the Ce7Ni 3 single crystal at various
pressures up to 1.48 GPa.
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were observed in heavy-fermion compounds such as
GeInCu2 ,

13 CeCu6,
14 and CeCu2Si2 .

15 The pressure depen-
dence ofA andTm has been discussed on the basis of the
periodic Anderson model neglecting the crystalline electric
field ~CEF! effect.16 It has been shown that the Kondo tem-
peratureTK is proportional toTm andA21/2, i.e.,

TK}Tm}A21/2}expS 21

uJN~EF!u D . ~1!

The observed decrease ofA with pressure leads to the in-
crease ofuJN(EF)u.

Within the compressible Kondo model,2 the volume de-
pendence ofuJN(EF)u is assumed as follows:

uJN~EF!u5uJN~EF!u0expS 2q
V2V0

V0
D , ~2!

whereuJN(EF)u0 is the value ofuJN(EF)u at ambient pres-
sure,q is a numerical constant usually taken to be between 6
and 8,V andV0 are the unit cell volumes at pressureP and
at ambient pressure, respectively.

In Ce7Ni 3 , the T
2 dependence ofrm(T) was observed

above 0.66 GPa. Therefore, for the discussion on the pres-
sure dependence ofA, we use the following equation ob-
tained from Eqs.~1! and ~2!:

2
1

2
ln

A~P!

A~0.66!
5 ln

Tm~P!

Tm~0.66!

5
1

uJN~EF!u0
H expS qV0.662V0

V0
D

2expS qV2V0

V0
D J , ~3!

where A(0.66), Tm~0.66!, and V0.66 are the values ofA,
Tm, andV at P50.66 GPa.

The evaluation of the pressure dependence ofA andTm
by Eq. ~3! requires the knowledge of (V2V0)/V0 . Figure 5
shows the relative change of the room-temperature unit-cell
volume V/V0 as a function of pressure, which was deter-
mined from x-ray-diffraction measurements. The linear de-
crease ofV/V0 with pressure can be accounted for by

FIG. 4. T2 dependence ofrm(T)2rm(0) at various pressures.
rm(0) is the residual resistivity. The solid line is the straight line
through the origin of the figure drawn as a guide for the eyes.

FIG. 5. Relative change of the volumeV/V0 of the Ce7Ni 3 as a
function of pressure and fit to the Murnaghan-Birch equation.

FIG. 3. The magnetic contributionrm to the electrical resistivity
of Ce7Ni 3 vs temperature at various pressures.
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Murnaghan-Birch’s equation.17 The results of a least-squares
fit give the bulk modulusB0524.6 GPa and its volume de-
rivative dlnB0 /dlnV52.1. To trace theP dependence pre-
dicted by Eq. ~3!, both (21/2)ln@A(P)/A(0.66)# and
ln@Tm(P)/Tm(0.66)# are plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of
exp@q(V2V0)/V0# assumingq56. This figure indicates the
linear dependence of both values on the parameter
exp@q(V2V0)/V0#. The slopes ofA(P) andTm(P) yield the
values 4.531022 and 1131022, respectively, for
uJN(EF)u0 . The former value is about half those for typical
heavy-fermion compounds CeCu6 ~9.131022) and
CeInCu2 ~8.131022) ~Ref. 18! estimated by the similar
method. We now discuss the difference in the values of
uJN(EF)u0 estimated fromA(P) andTm(P). This value is
related with that of the volume dependence ofTK from Eqs.
~1! and ~2!. In Ce7Ni 3 , the sixfold-degenerate states of the
4 f electron of Ce31 at low symmetric site may split into
three Kramers doublets. It is known thatTm is known to be
strongly influenced by the low-lying CEF state at the excita-
tion energy ofD. According to Cornut’s theory19 taking ac-
count of the CEF effect on the Kondo lattice,Tm increases
with increasingD. SinceD itself depends on the cell vol-
ume, it is hard to estimate the pressure dependence ofTK
solely from the result ofTm(P). On the other hand, theT2

coefficient A is related to the Sommerfeld coefficientg
(}TK

21) asA}g2 for many Ce and U compounds.20 This fact
suggests that the value ofTK can be estimated from the value
of A independently of the CEF effect.

The electronic Gru¨neisen parameterGe for the Kondo
temperatureTK is described as follows:

Ge52
] lnTK
] lnV

. ~4!

From Eqs.~1! and ~4!, we obtain

Ge5
1

2

] lnA

] lnV

5
q

uJN~EF!u0
S VV0

DexpS qV2V0

V0
D . ~5!

Equation~5! indicates that the value ofGe is inversely pro-
portional to uJN(EF)u0 and depends on volume. Assuming
q56,Ge (P50, i.e.,V5V0) is estimated to be 132, which is
larger than those of CeCu6 ~70–80! ~Ref. 21! and
CeCu2Si2 ~22-80! ~Ref. 21!. This fact is related with the
small value ofuJN(EF)u0 in Ce7Ni 3 compared to those of
CeCu6 and CeCu2Si2 . From the specific-heat measurement
at high pressure,9 we have estimated the value of] lnTK /]P
to be 4.0 GPa21. By usingB0524.6 GPa in Eq.~4!, Ge is
estimated to be 100, which value agrees with that obtained in
the present work.

We now discuss the competition between the Kondo and
magnetic interactions in Ce7Ni 3 . From the pressure depen-
dence of low-temperature specific heat,TK at 0.66 GPa was
estimated to be 44 K.9 By substitutingTK(0.66)544 K,
uJN(EF)u054.531022 and q56 in Eqs. ~1! and ~3!, the
value ofTK(0) is estimated to be 1.9 K. The fact that the
value of TK is in accord withTN51.9 K implies that the
Kondo interaction and the RKKY interaction balance each
other at ambient pressure.

In Ce7Ni 3 , the critical pressurePc is 0.33 GPa where the
transition occurs from antiferromagnetically ordered state to
the nonmagnetic state. This value is much smaller than that
of the usual Ce compounds with antiferromagnetic order at
ambient pressure such as CeIn3 (Pc53.5 GPa!, 3 CeAl2
(Pc54.0 GPa!,3 and CeCu2Ge2 (Pc57.5 GPa!.5 This fact
indicates that for Ce7Ni 3 the value ofuJN(EF)u0 is close to
a critical value ofuJN(EF)uc which corresponds to the value
of uJN(EF)u at the transition to the nonmagnetic state.

Recently, Continentino22 analyzed the pressure depen-
dence of electrical resistivity, specific heat, and susceptibility
of heavy-fermion systems by using a quantum scaling
theory. According to his result, if theuJN(EF)u0 is close to
uJN(EF)uc , Ge becomes very large as 1/@12uJN(EF)uc /
uJN(EF)u0#. The critical value ofuJN(EF)uc for Ce7Ni 3 is
obtained to be 4.931022 from Eq. ~3!. The large value of
Ge for Ce7Ni 3 may be due to the fact that the value of
uJN(EF)u0 is close touJN(EF)uc .

In conclusion, we have found that for Ce7Ni 3 the transi-
tion from a magnetic to nonmagnetic state takes place at 0.33
GPa and the electronic Gru¨neisen parameterGe for TK at the
nonmagnetic state is very large in comparison with typical
heavy-fermion compounds. Furthermore, from the volume
dependence ofTN shown in the inset of Fig. 1,] lnTN /] lnV
(5GN) at ambient pressure is found to be 42. The value is
greater than that of Ce compounds with similar values of
TN such as CeIn3 (GN52) and CeAl2 (GN512).3 The
Grüneisen parameterGN for Ce7Ni 3 becomes about 700
around at 0.3 GPa. The large Gru¨neisen parameter may be
the combined effects of the electronic state being the close to
the nonmagnetic transition and of the critical balance be-
tween the Kondo and RKKY interaction at ambient pressure.
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